Testimonials

The most useful part of this training session for me was:













The knowledge of the facilitator. I don't think I've ever learnt so much in a training
session.
The facilitator kept me engaged the whole time, she is excellent at her job
This training needs to be offered to more members of the community especially
mandated reporters
The trainer was amazing so knowledgeable and thought-provoking
So relevant and powerful for my future practice
Relevant case studies and story shared by the presenter
Case studies examples of real life situations
Excellent presenter very informative
Group discussions and the presenters’ examples
Knowledge and examples of the presenter provided about her own practice
Group activities were very relevant and kept the group engaged
I feel very privileged to have been part of this training
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Testimonials
The most useful part of this training session for me was:










The discussion within the group and how we apply the theory and knowledge in our
practice.
Having the space for discussion and learning from everyone’s experiences.
Having the opportunity to expand my knowledge to apply to practice.
Discussions & examples.
Activities & discussions.
All was relevant, Debbie is knowledgeable and very engaging. Thank you!
Knowledge/expertise of instructor.
Practical experiences/reflection on practice. Smaller groups greater input.
The whole training was very informative. I felt Debbie was able to engage the whole
room & everyone felt a sense of safety in discussions. I will be able to use all of the
info taught in my practice.

Please provide other observations, recommendations, or comments:






Highly recommend the training. Deb is so knowledgeable, engaging and love her
sense of humor and knowing how to make us reflect deeply on our own experiences’
lenses and biases and apply it to our work and life in generals. I look forward to
reading Deb’s book.
Activities were great.
Discussions & Activities.
I really enjoyed Debbie’s stories. I could listen to her all day & can’t wait to buy her
book!! Debbie, please email us when it will be out, where we can buy! Thank you.
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